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Preface

The evaluation team Wishes to exp as its sincere appreciation,
1

to the many migrant and nonmigrant ed cators, migrant students,.and

migrant pare tsfwho participated in this study. The team also wishes

to than the s dy's Advisory Panel fir their dedicated and rigorous

guidance during the study. the results reported in the summar and-
.

. ,
..n the final report, would not havehad the authenticity or scope, they

have, without the participation of these groups.

The team found'that migrant ed6cation in California is generally\

being conducted by extremely hardworking people, dedicated to improving,\

the education given to migrant studepts. Thef"e was' ample evidence

. indicating that these people try to provide the educational services

stipulated under migrant education guidelines. In difion, the

aChievement

assesse

of 'migrant 'students substantiates the need for those ser
,

Vices. Therefore, the''program, and .ics advocacy for the mf.grang child,.

should be preserved: .

0

The majority of. problems and issues uncove ed.during the evaluation

tend to
7

indicate effects of the.organiiation, policy, _and administra

fti n of the program upon 'itplementatiod in the field. The significant
4 ,

exception, which is the need for greater commitmentby nonmigrant,staff

at the district level, may. be more than an issue that can .simply be
______ , .

corrected by program changes alone. Program changes, eapecialli in the

areas of awareness, .training, policy, gpd administration, are recom

mended. Howevr,,ownership and teamang.cannot be. easily mandated, they
:

also ilavolve the need for voluntary action.
..

'4

.
4

--)
ThroughOut the study the evaluation team found that program partici

% ,...
,

pants were open to suggestions for imftdving the p'

was continually encouraged to consider the investigatio o

IV isneeded. IVis in that spirit-that these findings
1 '

ram.- The team

as important an1,----

eing reported. .



One final note of apprecIatIon. le necessary. , The; eViluation team
. t , 4,41' ,

,

could not have prepased this report, without the ti.thel'y and",exPect efforts*
41* ,.

of bran Vella, our word processing specialieti, Our Tidying, !gratitude

.goes out to he't r:
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Introduction

. On April 4, 1980, the R.MC Research Corporation of Mountain View,

. California, was awarded a contract by the California Department of
..

Education to study its Migrant Education Program statewide. The study
4

was to be conducted in two one-year phases, with Phase I occurring

1980-81, and Phase II occurring 1981-82. 'Wh'aE follows is the executive

\\

summary of the final report to the State for Phase I.

Need fob the Study

. \

As part of a Federal requirement, the 'State must conduct an annual

evaluation that studies the current issues pertaining to the operation of

the migrant education program statewide. In the past, the qperating

agenices submitted their own evaluation reportd, which, were summarized by

the State and submitted to the Federal program office. Concern over the

lack of uniformity in design and Intent of the regional reports, plus the
, .

Federal concern thaF adequate statewide information was missed, led to

the State's request for- this study.. An outside contractor was requested

in order to increase the overall Objectivity of the evalujtion' results

and to protect the confidentiality of participant input.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of Phase I was to provide summative information on the

status of program implementation for migrant education statewide. It was

important to aescribe and analyze implementation in terms of the legisla-

tive and administrative guidelines governing the.program. In addition,

PheA0 I was, to provide formative feedback of a confidential nature to

participants at all levels of the program ,(district, region, and State).

The primary focus of the feedback was to be on those aspects that would

help the participant, improve the adequacy of the program. A secondary

purpose f. thib formatie evaluation effoit was 'to p'rovide enrichment to

the interpretation of the s ...ative results.



The purpose of Phase Il is to evaluate the effects of the formative

feedback provided ender Phase I. The emphasis during this*phase will

be to determine the extent to which the feedback was received, used,

and resutted in specific program improvements.

of ,Phase I

The eummative aspect of Phase I covered all grade levels of the

migrant education program, including parent and community involvement

activities. The-implementation of the progrm was studied primarily et

the district level; data were thekaggregated and analyzed Statewlde

Policy review, however, was conducted at .the district, regional, State,

and Federal levels.

Formatiqm sEudies du ingPhase I were conducted in 13 different

school districts, select d because each represented some unique combin4
t

%. ation of relevant characteristics. Formative studiewyere also conducted

each region, and in the State. The formativeudiea, like,the

mative, covered all grade levels, including parentNand community

involvement.

Content of Phase I

.

L
Both the summative and formative a ects of Phase I, hereafter

,

.
referred to as ,the study," covered.the 13 major components of the

.

&-
California Migrant Education,Program. Each*componeut als with unique,.-

,

yet interrelated, responsibilities of the program th arise from the
'. .

,.

Federal policieif
_

The results summarized here cover atComponent.

Both aspects of the study covered three operational dimensions

which cut across" the components: (1) policy, (2)% organization,- and

(3) administration. Without these dimensions; implementation 7f the

progiam components, could not have been evaluated. The results summarized

here also cover these dimensions.

04
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Methodology.

Formative Eva lust Loft Approach

The formative studies were conducted through the process of inter-

viewing program participants, reviewing appropriate policy documents,

site plans, and medting agendas, and observing the delivery of services.

This (process' was followed in each site: the 13 'district's, the nine
( .

. regions, and The State.

( ,

.

Diitrict
t

sites were selected on the basis of each being represent-

\
\ .

istics considered were as follows: (1) size of .program, (2) funds per

student, (3) geographic/regional location, (4) student mobitity, and (5)

district configuration' (elementary, secondary, or unified). One of the, )

OM,

dtive of a unique combination of characteristics. The major character

"direct-funded" districts wee added as a site. In addition; all of the

egions, and the State, were selected as sites.

Aided.by a semi-structureeinterview guide, the evaluators conducted

inf rmal interviews with key participants at each site includinvboth

migrant and non-migrant personnel. Parents and students were interviewed

as well. The confidentiality of the input' received during these' inter-

4iews was spActly adhered to throughout the study.

Each site was visited about three times. The first visit este-

blished rapport and site-specific evaluation plans, the second as

devoted primarily to data collection, and the third was responsible for

completing data collection and providing oral feedback. Feedback oc-

curred/in essentially four ways: (1) the interview questions themselvgs

alerted participants to areas needing attention; (2) the interviews'

allowed for informal feedback by the evaluator, (3) there was planned

oral feedback at the end 9f each visit, especially he third visit, and

(4) each site WAS sent a written report; This executive summary reviews

,the final report, to the State, which constituted' both summative and

formative feedback at that level.

3
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Summative Evalua tion Approach .

The ummative data collection was divided into three basic efforts;

(1) collecting from the State' any basic enumerative data and policy

doc4ments; (2) collecting from district-revel personiiel their responses

to questionnaires; and (3) collecting from caetricts and the State the

basic indicators of student achievement. Questionnaires were prepared,

for the following eight response groups: parents, .students, migrant

aides and he;Itti yersonnel, migrant resource teachers, regular classroom

teachers, school principals, migrant and refuter counselors, and district

'administrators. The questionnaires included respondents working with all

grades, K-12. Three indicators. of student achievement were selected:

local grade-advancement information including graduation, local, profi-

ciency examination'results, and results from the California Assessment

Program (CAP). The grade-advancement information covered grades 3, 6, 9,

11 and 12. ThcAroficiency exam results covered essentially grades 6, 9,

and 11. And, the CAP data was for grade 3 only.

After careful co6ideration of the study's timelines, it was

decided that the summa; e questkonTaire data would be collected and

analyzed for two sch of years, 1979-80 and 1980-81. Therefore, the

State was essentially divided randomly into three sets of migrant

districts; stratified by region. The first set of. distZicts were to

be asked about the 1979-80 school year; the second about the 1980-81

school year; and the third would be set aside as an uncontaminatedltroup

for future evaluations. The second set of districts were also asked to

submit data 'for two indicators of student achievement.

A0visory. Panel r

In addition to input from the State and other formative sites,

the overall design, instrumentation, and analysis activities of the

study were guided by the study's Advisory Panel. Two .meetings of

the.Panel, which included panel- members, key State personnel, con-

sultants,sultants, KM staff, were held. The first was in June, 1980,



and covered design, instrumentation, and data collection issues. The
second was in March," 1961 and dealt wteh analysis and interpretation

issues. Througout the 'study 'Ow Panel. members were asked to review

drafts of the basic instruments Ail they became. available. Members

of thi% Panel are listed in the Appendix to this iummary.

511
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1.

Overview of ites0110

Migrant education in California is a Federally.qupded program

aimed at assuring educational continuity for a.mobile population group pf

children who ulually have severe Englaoh-language limitation*. A sincere

attempt to provide that assurance was found at every level 'Within the

State's. Migrant Education Progrem. The results, however, also tended

to point to a, question often foUnd.in public education; who is'respon-

sible for 'providing the eiucAtonel services to childratl-aed, who holds

the providers accountable such that the services squally benefit the

children? Despite the vinare attempts' of Program staff, An effective

partnership between the migrant and non-migrant peraonn*j waif not found

in many districts.

The ultimate goal througout the final report and this summary

is to , focus on ways to improve a program that is badly needed. The

results summarized here attempt to provide .8 general overview of the

major issues, the major success stories, and the major needs. The con-,

clusions and recommendations that follow will.itrmize in greater detail

What was IOUhd and what may Wable.to be done.
.

Major Issues

ti
Ownership and teaming seem to 4 the two most.salient issues under-

.

lying the implementation of supplemental instruction to migrant children.

The results summarized here point4 to a realization that education for

migrant student, takes piece despite the inconsistent vibrations of.

bureaucratic machinery. The re.is ample evidenc of dedicated people. at

the local district levfl trying 'to Orovide extra instructional help and

other services.to migk nt students. The bulk of those dedicated people

are paid through migrant education funds.

In contrast, also at the local district level, there is an aura of .

incidental awareness at bast by many regular school and district staff

6
12.



as to what migrant 'children geed, .and. whether or not they are- receiving

it Despite a -o9risistent.,.and cOncentrated .effort by local Migrant
w

,staff-, especially the copidi.natingo resource teieher, many? .d.istricts,

hence' Many school and :district staff, demonttrate little ownership.
in migrant instructional services other than signing. a ,service agreement

and finding locations -for aides- to work. . This is especially, true for
districts in 'directservice regions .. ,There is, considerable, eVidence of
the isolation of migrant staff, uch that they cannot integrate their
supplemental services adequately with the regular program; that
are committed heavily t6 bilingual programs;? however, seem to 'promote

better teaming with the migrant staff.

controlling the planning and futiding of migrant
programs are completely void of any references to a district's commit
ment to provide an adequate "base of instruction to migrant students

or to integrate the instructional Planning and services of migrant
education with those of their own. The coordinating migrant resource
teacher is cif ten left alone to coordinate the bureaucritic documen-'.

tation of migrant recruitment, enrollments, parental
0

involvement, health

screening, and educational Services without the basic support of the
district, or knowledge by them, for what he or she is doing. This -means

that the remaining time left to the resource teacher is spent promoting
the program, especially among key district and schoOl adminifstrators.
Findings of this report, such as evidences of training needS, the need
for more direction /to instructional aides, or the need' for better
materials, are quite understandable; the key individdal .responsible
for .migrant instructional services, the coordinating resource teacher,
doing something 'else besides directly affecting instruction.

The regions cannot help matters, because they are at' the present
time carriers'. of State and Federal policies, xesponsible fore making

sure the MSRTS documentation contains necessary evidence to support

next year program, for deciding on the allocation of funds 'and, re
sources, and for "Makingup for" the limited leadership provided by



the State. ,though the regio4l office feels tile ...scrutiny of' they
State and a strong patent contingent, it finds itself having
authority and a lot of fiexibility, regions have 'no' real-author
Over the districts; nor do the -local education agencies in which' they',are
housed. They. cannot v'egotiate fot greater district commitment whe7 they
basically tell the .districts what they' will get. Though there are, some

ifferences. betweeit '.direct - service and reimbursement agreements, the

diftrict finds little or no room to barter for consideration' f special
needs. The same is essentially true for dirFct.-----Euncled dis relets. except
they are more remote in terms of contact with 'their fundi g agency, the
State. However, the pictgre: in mixed regions, where s me district/re-
gional negotiation is ,evident, is considerably better There is much
more evidence of district ownership and teaming with m grant education.

iThy does this §ituation exist? It starts, the State level and
'permeates down through the Orogram. Leadeish is the problem.. The
State, and this should not be limited only t the Migrant Education
Section, does not drive a hard enough bargain:4'. (1) there are no incen-

4.
rives in the regional apRlications and s/ rvice, agreements, (2) there

is no accountability in the MAR visitations; .and (3) the gAR has been too
com iance-oriented, and overall evaluation o'r .assessment practices have
lack4d. unifo6nity. There are a lot hard working people at the re-

s.

gkonal and district level, mbst of om are funded by migrant education,
who feel their success story is, submerged under the inadequate dis-
semination of policy, funds, and guidance by the State. They are tired,
some are scared, of hearing abo t how the migrant program is in jeopardy.

T.?

"Why doesn't someone come ou into the field, spend some time here, and
see the good things we are ding for migrant children?"

Major Successes

/

Despite the lack of ownerihip and commitment on ,the part of many
districts, there is plenty of evidenee og a success story. The 20-30



migrant students assigned. td' each. aide are being*given four and /f

-hours of-supplementary instruction in the taigeted ,skills' :'each day.

Sometimes because of the st,udepts' severe. Englishlanguage limitations,

it is the only instruction they can likely benefit from. rn those

districts where teaming between migrant and nonmigrant staff occurs, the
A

situation includes creative planning to merge the development of migrant

student skills with the progress of other students. If the cladsroom

situation is ESL or bilingual; the situation is improvedfor anotheri®

reason; the classroom teacher is bilingual and seems to have an added

affinity for, the difficulties f the students.
)

The vast majdrity of migrant and regular staff:- alike feel that

migrant aervices,.espedially instruction, health, and parental contacts,

chelp student achieveMent. While the study does not quantify the incre

mental effects (degree) due to migrant educatidn, which will represent a

unique challenge for future evaluations, the results from the formati
_ib,

study, through observations and interviews, suggest that the progra

enhances achievement in% the targeted skills. In addition, there was

a strong commitment and followthrough by migrant staff.to identify'

and recruit other needy migrant children for the program. In other

words, the program attempts to seek out needy children, and attend to
9

those needs.

Major Needs

What this study does clarify about migrant student achievement,

is that the current status of migrant children clearly demonstratesthe

need for a program that accomplishes the things the migrant program,

attempts to do.' There is a need to identify these students, and to

assess their needs. There is a need to remediate or develop their

basic skills, and to promote their continuance in school. There is

assess their progress, which means that there continues

need to provide a program that assures continuity of services

child moves districttodistrict.



As the evaluator; developed the necessary 'rapport, in each of their

sites to acquire indepth descriptioni :of program implepentation, it

became evident that there was something special about the migrant educa

tion program. It was a program of.advocacy, a program that did every

thing possible to identify needy children and to ensure thit they would

be given help under the program. Even if the local program staff encoun

tered heavy opposition, they would work in isolation if necessary. to .

deliver those services. ;,

:Why was there a need for such strong advocacy? The issue that

began to present itself in some districts was one that extends beyond die
4

boundaries of public education. There seemed to be a concern among

district and regional staff that if money alone were sent'io many of the

districts, migrant children would not benefit from one cent of it The

district would merge its money with the rest and proceed as usual, paying

limited attention to highly mobile minority students having- English

language difficulties. Some of their -concern stemmed from a sense of

ethnic bias that existed in the local community or schools. Some of it

originated from an historical perspective ,of how things were before

migrant education. came to the distriei..Some stemmed.from concerns

expressed to them by Others".. They were also concerned about their

impression that, district superintendents are pressured by local school:1

boards to get. as. much money as possible and

across allstudents.,

equitably distribute, it

Why then; with this all too evident expression of student needs

is the migrant education program under such upfleaval? The evaluators

who conducted this study were continually made aware of the local and

regional, effects of several important Statelevel activities which

occurred throughout the study. At the beginning of the study, a State

level ad hoc task force report, which was extremely negative toward

the operation of the migrant program, caused local and regional staff

considerable concern.



Soon after the ad hoc task force ripore,ea hew,. Director of Migrant

-Mudation.Was..appointed. Thedistricts:anciregions, trying.toreCoverl..
. - .

.
--

from the.report:had- to adjust under, the administtative'changes'of the
.

new DirectOr:,

Then,-it was announced that. a special task fordk had been formed,

actually a series of task forcee, to make recomnendationd for program

improvement given the ad 'hoc task force report, and an earlier report

from the U.S. Government Accounting Office. The evaluators felt almost

immediate reactions from districts and regions. to '"await the worst."

Many of those interviewed agreed with 'the need for program improvement,

but many of them also believed 'that the success stories in the schools

themselves were going unheard: Some felt that if they'were heard,

it would make little .difference.

The next thing to impact the field 'was another change of Directors

of Migrant Educatiod. This time, an acting director was named, reporting ,

directly to the Superintentent of. Public Schools instead of to the

Director of Compendatory Education. Again, initial reactions in the

field tended to be neutral at best.. The mounting feeling throughout the

study was that the field had little respect for State leadership, and

that until the State "got its act together," the districts and regions

would proceed as usual.

Summary.

As was mentioned a few paragraphs before, the migrant

have definite needs in terms of their basic skills.

aspects' of the migrant education program that seem to make it

dhat the advocacy element be maintained: .(1) the program

the needy children; and (2) the program attempts to provide educational

continuity when the children move.' 'If the program.were to be success-

teamed with, local distFicts without losing these

that program services could: be impreme0.

students -;

twoThere are

iinperative

identifies

fully

seems

renew

two aspects, it

Somehow, the State must

itself in a leadership role and continue advocacxwof the migrant

greater distrit commitment f success of theprogram, gaining a

program..



JP.

Conclusions and Recommendations

This section of the executive summary is categorized fijrst by

compPnent, and then by the operational dimensions cutting across the_-

components. The conclusions .and recommendations reported here are

identical to those listed in the overall final,. report. However, the

evaluators encourage readers to probe-Mbreeeply into the fin4 report,
__. .

-as*it provides the compretiensitre systmatic argumentation necessary to

---- ._
'drawthese'Conatusiona,and recommendations..

_---- .

la. Supplementary Instructional Policy

Conclusion. Two very important issues etherged during the policy

review for instruction. The first was very specific; "supplementary"
,

was never defined.. As results from the study will indicate, there

is a problem when staff at the local level do not know if what they'-

-do or propose to do is supplementary. The 'second issue is one of spec-
,

ificity. The only instructipnal Orans that existed in most districts,

regions, or the State were these documents. Ashcan be seen from the

;excerpts presented here, those documents lacked the level of specifi-

cation necessary to alert local staff, especially non-Migrant-staff,

as to what is e*pectled of cooperatively developed - migrant instructional

services.

Recommendation. Policy docutents should clarify "supplementary,"

especially when the students lack the skills to behefit from.regular

in'structien.

Recommendation. Policy documents should call for more detailed

plans, especially in regards to migrant/non-migrant cooperation or
-r,

teaming.



Qualificatio ns of Instructional Staff

. . '
Conclusion. Certified both migrant- and-Aoh-migrant.'.are.:

.

eddcated 'as well aaeXpected'. --There is zote.concern abo4t.'.the'schoOling

of many of the aides.
,

0 Recommendation, In conjunction with the Aans for sta ff develop-

ment, the migraq prcgram,Would probably benefit from setting qualffica-

requirements for aide's that are at least the.same as those expected

for graduation frOm high *hool, which- includes passing local-proficiency

exaim.

. ,
4

Conclusion The migraniand non-migrant staff have .adequate exj

ence with migrant students.

Conclusion. . There is more turnover of aides; the pay-scaleXmay.

be "a,problem.'
, *-

. Recommendation Each district (or region) should look into the

pay-scale issues as they arise a& make equitable adjustments in relati60414 or
//to tasks being performed by aides.

Conclusion. The need for bilingual iMigrant staff is apparent;

however, very few districts require that migrant staff be certified

bilingual.

Recommendation. Tpe district should determine the minimum level

of bilingualism needed for each staff position, And require ceitifi-
.

cation in those cases where its warranted.

lc. Instructional Planning

Conclusion. The awareness of goals and objectiVes of migrant

education is not upiform across district-level staff, especially non-

migrant staff.



Recommen ation,' A uniform method 'of making migrant goals and

objectives.argually knbwm to participating migrant staff is needed..
I.

Conclusion., Migrant instruction, as a supplementary approach,

has "too many bosses".

Recommendation.As part Of a later recommendation for a' better

definition f.Nupplementary," it should be made clear that the district

is respons .1e, in the final analysis, for migrant instruction.

Conclusion.. Articulation of migrant instruction, K-12, is no t

better or worse'than the district's regular articulation, except that

the MSRTS is suppose to transfer migrant student records..

Recommendation. Better teaming with local district staff and

improvements to the MSRTS should help with articulation K -12.

Conclusion. .Teaming betwTen migrant staff,.- d bilingual staff
IP,

isbetter than between migrant staff and regular district staff; how

ever,.it,can be improved.

Recommendation. The State's Migrant. Education-Section should

,
take a leadership role,and develop cooperative plans with the State's

Bilingual"Program by passing guidelines, for districtlevel teaming on

to the districts.

Conclusion. Needs assessment prgctices of 'migrant educat on are

not adequately integrated with the districts' instructional pro ams.

Recommendation. Uniform guidelines ,for integrating migrant and

district instructional plannipg should. include spedifications of how

migrant needs assessment processes and instruments are tobe used,

supplementing the districts' own needs assessment.

14
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Conclusion. Little planning. between the classroom teacher and

instructional aide exists in too many district'l (30%).
Ni

i

Conclusion. There is evidence .tIrat- some *districts tare less com--
:... .

I mitteetothe. instruction of migrarit students*.than is desirable.
.

.

Recommendation. Migrant education policy changes are needed

ifdistri,ct-level commitment is to be increased.

.

Conclusion, The paperwork. of instructional aides appears to

be a factor interfering with teacher-aide planning.

Recommendation. Reductions in paperwork, especially MSRTS, or

increases in the lehgth of an aide's day, should be considered.
4

-Overall Conclusion. The planning that takes place between migrant'

staff and other staff seers todepend on the teaming that exists between

them.

Overall Recommendation. The sources for improving teaming should

be pursued, beginning with policies requiring district-lel/el commitment,

and ending with MAR procedures that uphold it.

Id. Description of Instruction

Conclusion. Migrant instructional aides provide most of the

supplementary instruction.

Conclusion. English language arta, ESL, and math, as targeted

by migrant education, are the content areas emphasized in most' districts.

Conclusion. Classroom teachers and resource teachers direct- the

activities of instructional aides; however, the amount of direction

by the resource teacher is of some concern because of their additional
4

workload.

Conclusion.

r-
,

Supplementary. instruction, migrant educatiOnIS primary

purpose for existence, actually takes place, most often in the manner

expected - supplementary to the classroom teachers' instruction.

/



Concausion.. When the supplementary instruction was not as expected,

it was generally s9gn as part of the teaming issue, either caused by

a lack of overall compliment by the district to migrant education,
,

the heavy workload of resource teachers, or-commitment by the classroom
.

ireacher.

Reomfiaendation. Guidelines outlining, the cooperative efforts

of classroom teachers, resource teachers, and
4
instructional aides are

needed; they need to be written and enforced,, tiOwever", in such a wato

permit local flexibility.

Conclusion. Migrant students are pulled out of classrooms for

migrant instructional services more often than worked with in the

classroom

Recommendation. The adequacy of the pull-out method should be

determined in each instructional setting; increased commitment by the

local district is needed to study pull-outs appropriately.
.

Conclusion. Migrant aides are often assigned to bilingual'class-

rooms; teaming between migrant and bilingual,staff is much better than

between migrant and regular district staff. (No recommendation needed.)

le. Adequacy of Instruction

Conclusion. The majority of migrant and regular staff are satisfied

(ewith the 'adequacy oriligrant supplementary instructional servic s.'

Conclusion. A significant minority of staff, hOwever, felt that

migrant' supplementary instruction interfered with regular instruction, ,

possibly linked to the vast usage-of pull-outs.

Recommendation. Justification for using pull-outs should be deve1.7-

oped in each district such that the pull-outs do not interfere' with

regular instruction. There is a "Catch-22" aspect to this recommendaion,

since there are times when a migrant student, especially a LES* NES

student, does not benefit from regular instruction because of his or her

severe language limitations, even if left in the classroom. This does

not mean, however, that pull-outs are always the answer in these in

stances.



Concilusion. The migrant staff in general is qualified to provide

instructional services; however, the ualifications of instructional

aides are sometimes. a concern,) especi lly when the aides are asked

ta provide original instruction without assroom and resource teachei

.guidance,

Conclusion. The coordinating resource teacher in some districts

is too,busy to provide adequate training to instructional, or to bring

bout teaming between the aides and teachers.

.Conclusion. One of the major reasons resource teachers are too

busy is because the regular district staff ar fairly uncommitted to

the migrant program. Hence, they spend consider ble time promoting the

program.

Recommendation. The policies of migrant ducation need to be

changed in order that the districts are uniforin y committed to the

program, thus' allowing the resource teachers to fee themselves from

their advocacy, role and spel more time improving inst uction.

Recommendation. . Resourde teachers should be .t ained to promote

teaming between'aides and teachers, especially in term of staff train-

ing, planning, and needs assessment.

Conclusion. The qualifications of instructional aides may be

somewhat related to their pay scales,.such that low pay does not attract

the better aides.

Recommendation. Pay scales should be determined at the district

level; they should be in line with the tasks being asked of\the aides;

and the aides should have corresponding skills in order to conduct

these tasks.

Conclusion. The question of whether or not migrant education

helps with student achievement cannot be answered conciusively1by this

study. Many migrant and regular staff perceive that it does. Achievement

data collected during this study provides a baseline of the status of

migrant student achievement, 'and illustfates that the needs of Migrant

17
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students in the basic skill areas are;well below the average non-migrant

student,.
Si

Recommrndation. Student achievement assessment should be one

of the major aspects of the migrant education program. The-next evalua-
.

tion study should continue to collect the information collected during

this study, plus other related indicators such as attendance data. Each

district and region should be encouraged by migrant policies to systema-

tically review each year's' proficiency exam, grade advancement, and

attendance data as indicators of migrant student progress. To help with

these assessments, the State should adopt an evaluation design which

considers the length of time a student is in a program and in a district,

as well as how well the.student does in comparison wits non- migrant

students.

Conclusion. ,
There is evidence that in some districts the materials

) of instruction used for migrant supplemearary instruction are not satis-
.

factoiy.

Recommendation. Since the migrant program is suppose to parallel

the districts' regular program, it is essentialthat'the district must

be committed to the migrant program, especially if the'teaming necessary

to choose appropriate material& is to take plate.

commendation. In coordination with other information and dissem-

ination efforts, alist of accessable supplementary materials, and

their correspondence with basal or ESL programs, should be given to each

district. This list should be updated annually.

Conclusion. Instructional planning, including related. aspects

of the needs assessment process, is unsatisfactory in many districts.

'Lack of teaming between migrant and regular staff, due often to a lack

of district commitment to migrant education, is the major cause.

Conclusion. The coordinating resource teacher is often too busy

with various administrative responsibilities and program ad4Ocacy acti-
.

vities tO be able to promote better planning.
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Conclusion., 'The present policy documents, which are, mandated

by the State, remove too much'of the responsibility for planning.from

the districts.

Recommendation. Migrant education policies should require of

each district a detailed plan for how migrant instructional .services

will sup ement regular -district services, and-provide a detailed de
.

scription offthe events necessary to promote effectual planning.

Recommendation. Efforts to improve the needs assessment process

should recogniie the need for effective teaming Petween migrant and

district staff; therefore, needs assessment instrumentation should

remain flexible to include districtlevel needs assessment information.

(Special note: if the National Skills List is used with the MSRTS,

the needs assessment process should be altered to make the MSRTS process

a more viable part of the overall planning-process.)

Conclusion. .There is evidence that many of the instructional

aides have an overload of paperwork, especially MSRTS paperwork. If the

National Skills List is added to the, MSRTS chore, aides witl need even

more time for, paperwork.

Recommendation. Districts should consider having aides work an

additional paid hour each day,.at least when the paperwork is heavy.

Recommendation. The aides' and resource teachers' part in' the

MSRTS process, especially if the National Skills List is added, should

be merged within the overall planning process, especially with the

needs assessment process.

Conclusion. Other factors, such as absenteeism of aides; language

problems of aides*, and cultural or ethnic bias were seen as problems

in a few districts.

Recommendation. These factors should be noted and investigated

by each district; they all bear some relationship to theteaming'probleTs

mentioned earlier. The liaN, question, however, may require special

investigation by the State.

19
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Conclusion. The Commitment of migrantparents to their children's

education is questioned by many districtlevel migrant. and 'regular

staff.

Recommendation. This question. is related to the overall question

of parental -involvement; migrant staff shbuld remain committed to the.

propotion of that involvement, both in terms of Parent Advisory Councils

ind,paredtteacher conferences. 0

I

If. Elementary Instructional Sources'

Concluaio4 Very few differences were found between elementary

(K-8) and ov 11 (K-12) results. Differences of five or more percentage

points wer nd in only 13 of the101 questions analyzed. Looking more

closely .
.E the 13 differences, most of them were for.the resource

teacher only . op agreement from otheestaff. Closer scrutinyof

10keach question suggested that all t one of the differences was important
.

enough to consider it more than a a ight difference; and that was the ohe

which indicated that fewer weekly planning meetings-between eel:whey/Fend
.

aides were conducted at the elementary level. Therefore, the conclusions

and recommendations reported earlier, for overIll'migrant instructional,
.

services (K-12) also apply to elementary (K-8).
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Supplementary Secondary Instructional Services

Conclusion. Much of what was reported in the section on overall

(K-12) and elementary' (K-8) instructional services is true for aecond-
-

dry.

Recommendation. The majoriti" of the prior recommendations

instructional services_. are applicable for secondary.

Conclusion. The repeated reference made in the.. results regarding
. _

Migrant supplementary instructional . focus being on Engilsh and not on

Spanish at,tempts, to,:4',Afuta"' thA popular 'notion that migrant education

perpetuate6 students' dependence , on'''their native language.
' 4

Conclusion. There is less 'bilingual educatiOn' hen0,

instruction and general, E,nglish emphasis at the secondary leveti

Recommendation. Heavy. English emphasis' is justifiabletsince high

school students do not have the luxury of time for a strucOred,

paced, longitudinal, transitional program, However, it V1 recommenclecr

that bilingual instruction be available for students who *Sad be unable

to profit from English instruction in content areas (e.g. math, socia
.

sciencies).

, ,

Conclusion. DLI-ESL programs are being field tested in various.

:school districts. The amount of class time required in these programs

seems excessive when realiing that other subjeck matter is being ig-
w."

nored. The rationale usually given, to justify, itiese programs is that

students would gain very little from regular content area instruction,

because of language differences,

Recommendation. ' It is, recommended that DLI-ESL programs not be

expanded until further studies demonstrate their 'effectiveness.

lingual education seems to be ~ a better approach since it can address

'Content areas. and ESL,



.

Conclusion. "A large percentage of secondary migrant and'non-migrant

staff reported that little planning takes place between aides and the

regular 'Olassroom teacher.

Condlusion. A great proportion of secondary migrant and non-migrant

'staff consider the regular classroom teacher as, the primary person who

determines the migrant education instructional approach.

Recapmendation. MoOemphasis should be placed on drawing the reg-

ular secondary clvsroam teacher into being part of the.migrant instruc-

Cional team since theyYare viewed as the locus of control.,

Conclusion. NCES (1980) reports that 51% of Hispanic high school

seniors nationwide are. 18 yeari or younger, compared to 80% for the

white senior population. Of the 19 and over seniors nationwide, Hispan-,

' ics- account for 49% as, opposed to 20% for whites.

Conclusion. Formative data indicated that migrant stisdents feel

a xesponsibility to augment their family income. This finding is also

supported 4, the NCES report.

Recommendation. Migrant programs,should be designed to address the

age characteristics mentioned. An effort should be made to increase the

number of work stUdy programs and the migrant student participation in

vocational and technical training. However, extreme caution should' be-

taken to ensure that migrant students die given proper counseling and

effective college preparatory programs. Historically, there has been a

,tendency to channel migrant students into normollege programs, thus

severely limiting their options.

Overall conclusions. The following paragraphs attempt to capturt
.,

the sentiment and opinion of numerous people interviewed regarding mi-
,

gr nt education. Not to report this information would be a disservice to

t oI(se who confided in the evaluators and who longed ,for chariges, both

at the elementary and secondary levels.,



Credit is given to those school districts who are making an earnest

attempt at: bettering the Curriculum offerings for migrant students.

Credit also goes to a multitude of individuals who, inspite of frustra

tions and limitations, continue their struggle, advocating for migrant

students' educational rights. However, in addition to the migrant

education programmatic recommendations that are made in this document

there remain serious failures that seem to be beyond migrant education's

reach to affect. It was frequently reported during formative interviews,

that by the very nature of being migrants, these students are not seen
1

as an authentic part'of-a 'school district's constituency. In spite of

migrant's historic pattern arrivin predictable numbers to a pre

dictable area and-at a predictable e, many school districts-arelltr

habitually caught "offguard."

According to some

the program gives it

therefore its impact.

personnel responsible

educators interviewed, the supplementary nature of

periphery status undermining its authenticity,

The lack of program familiarity by non=migrant

for working with migrant students has been docu

mented in various:. components discUssed here. . The improvement of

migrant students' education does not riot on lack of Fideralfor State

legal statutes. Nor does it depend,

improvement is warranted. For the form

of 1964, Title VI; the Law vs. Nichol

. 1974; and numerous other court cases

rights, to

there are

increased research proving that

there is the Civil Rights Act

U.S. Supreme Xdurt decision of

high give migrant etudents legal

educational equality. or the latter, demonstrating need,

reports by 4S (May 1977, Feb. 1980, Exotech Systems, Inc.,

(1975), and countless others by the. Office of Civil Rights and other

independent scholars. The need remains.

Recommendations, short of

whereby accountability would go

only result in, cosmetic changes.

interview, "Would Anglo parents

restructuring the educ'atiOnal system,

handinhand with 'responsibility, may

It was asked'hy an eduCator during an

their children .being educatedtolerate

mostly by paraprofessionals and within a 'supplementary' framework?"

While acknowledging the dedicatio'n of most instructional aides, this

educator was quick to respond to his own queition, with a crisp, unequi

vocal "NO!"



Secondary Education Pupil Personnel Services

,Conclusion. The need for innovative programs aimed, at addres-
,

sing the educational needs of migrant students has, been well documen-

ted by Various agencies during migrant education's history and is high-

lighted here with use of data from a recent NCES study.

Recommendation. It is recommended that information regarding

exemplary programs 9r instructional practices be better disseminated.

It is further recommended that research aimed at showing need for coun-

seling'services be curtailed. Research should focus instead on finding

solutions and evaluating the benefits derived of applied solutions.

Conclusion. The importance' of a migrant counselorin influencing a,

migrant studentle scholastic life is unquestionably great. A bilingual

.counselor, with direct or indirect knowledge and experience of migrant

work and migrant life style was, judged to be more effective than those

not, having these characteristics. Because "a counselor is second only to

migrants' parents in influencing their academic decisions (NCES data), a

counselor could be more.effective if they were to inform and involve

parents in all aspects of migrant counseling (academic, career, college

and 'soda-I./personal). Grade nine appears be a critical juncture

where a greater-number of students are either retained or drop-out.
,

may be due to the fact that students reach the limit of compulsory

education age at this level. Forty-seven,percent of the students re-

ported receiving counseling services primarily from teachers, and 30%

from aides. Twenty-one percent of'the secondary schools with migrant

students have no bilingual counselors. Yet, 42% of migrant students

prefer counseling in Spanish and another 23% bilingually.

Recommendation. It is recommended thaeemphasis be placed on

providing appropriate`counselinrAervices by qualified counselors at the

secondary level and in earlier grades, if possible. Since migrant

students seem to be commonly representein-groups of 50, or less through-

out California's high schools, perhaps joint migrant-regular counselor

positions could be created. Without.this approach or a similar one (e.g.
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counselor-teacher), it is doubtful that a school could afford to hire a

full migrant counselor or that qualified counselors would accept part'

time positions.

Conclusion. 'While 67% of parents report that drop outs were not

caused by low grades, an average of 25%,responded,"don't know".to'tbis

question. Forty percent of. the parents report that their children

drOpped out because they disliked school, while 30t claimed that the

teachers disl,ike& the students. Twenty-eight percent of the parents

reported that the family needed the student to work, thus chusing

him/her to drop out.

Recomm6ndation. It is recommended that parents suggestions,be

taken seriously since they seem to be confirming the suggestions for

improvements that were voiced during formative interviews by numerous

educators. Parents are suggesting the need for better qualified teach-
,

ers, special' education classes, work-study opportunities; and more

counseling services. They also see the need for more involvement by

parents themselves.

25



4. Staff Development

Within the context of migrant education, staff development is

designed to accomplish two ends. One is to maximize the .qualifications

of those hired to carry out Instructional and other goals of the program.

The second is to faciliate the operation of the program through pro

moting cooperation'and understanding between regular district. staff and

migrant education staff. In addition to the data on this -component

gathered through the summative' queetionnaire, informative data were

collected throughout the 'ourse of the formative field work. These two '

sources of data do tend to converge. Y

Conclusion. The need for staff training and development is
.

an

ongoing one, and regargess of the level of staff qualifications this

need never entirely disappears. However, the data suggest that 'the

migrant staff are considered to be well qualified 'at4all levels within

the school system. The lowest ratings of migrant staff qualifications
4

tended to come from classroom teachers.

Recommendation. Staff training should be designed to increase

the potential of migrant education staff., The emphass'of staff develop

ment should be on maximizing staff capabilities rather than insuring a

minimum level of ability which, the data suggest, is already present:

Aides interviewed onsite who had several years experience or were

assisting with additional courses earnestly suggested that new and more

advanced material be presented in the training programs they attend'.

Conclusion.r. Resource' teachers and'claisroom teachers vary signi

Iicantly in their perceptions of the qualifications of migrant instruc

tional aides. It is the-classroom teachers who work with the instruc

tional aides and the resource teachers who are responsible for their

superviOon and training. Based on data collected through both the

formatiyid and summative, data collection efforts it is believed that the

lower rating made of migrant staff qualifications by the teachers is as
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much a function of the lack of awareness on the part of teachers ebOut

the goalso
and objectives of the migrant program, and the job description

of the aides. It is the teachers belief that aides' fall short in carry

ing the duties implicit in their job descriptions.

Recommendation.. Communication between migrant education .staff

and local dietrict staff should be' improved. This is plainly evident

from both the formative and summative data collected. Problems' with the

implementation of almost every component can be traced to such problems

of communication. The local district staff, from administrators through

secretaries, simply should be better informed about the goals of,the

program and the specific responsibilities of those who work.in the

program. This is especially true with regard to classroom teachers. The'

teachers are in many cases disappointed by the migrant program. It is

believed that far too few teachers are aware of the supplementary nature

of the instructional assistance provided by migrant education. This

situation should be remedied if the program is ter achieve its potential.

A simple and possibly adequate solution would be to distribute a 4brief

programmatic description (drawn up at the State or regional level with

specific requirements and activities of the program) .to every teacher

working with migrant personnel. The description would be distributed at

the beginning of every school year and updated frequently to reflect'any

relevadt changes. Due to the lack of "teaming" believed to exist between

many aides and teachers, such a solution would probably not be adequate.

Teachers need to have a more dynamic relationship with their aides; to

participate in their growth. Teachers should be surveyed as to what they

believe the -training needs of migrant staff to be. Teachers should be

encouraged and certainly allowed to become as involved in that process as

possible.

Conclusion. when asked to recommend specific'content and/or logis

tical changes to the training provided by migrant education, .a majority

of respondents expreised a need for more individualized training. Based

on information gathered during formative sitevisits, it is considered

I

2
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likely that what is being suggested is training more specifically tai-

lored to individual needs.

Recommendation. An effort is being made in some districts and '

regions to determine the specific .training needs of respondents. This

'effort should be continued and initiated in all participating districts.

Those 'aides with more experience or training could be exposed to a-

different.level of training than others. The ,training could perhips be

more specifically tailored to the instructional 1reaponsibilitiea of

migrant staff so that new material could be learned and a high degree of

interest maintained throughout the training. Earlier recommendations to

decrease the administrative burden of resource teachers so they can

provide more "one-on-one" time with aides should also help with meeting

these individualized needs. A request regarding staff training heard

quite often in the field was that training not begin anew with the basics

every year. The extent to which this actually occurs is not accurately

known, however it does seem to figure prominently in the respondents'

evaluation of the value of the training.

96.

Conclusion. Resource teachers and aides atanding training provided

by local school districts, did fi"nd the training to be moderately help-

ful. The response, however, was not as, favorable as might be hoped. .0de

reason for this may be the lack of articulation between the two sources

of training. In contrast to Ehe amount of input they had on the content

of migrant
4

educatibn's staff, training, migrant staff reported having

relatively little,input to the content of regular district-training.

_Recommendation. As part of the management of the local or regional

'V migrant education program, an effort should ,be made to, coordinate the

training provided by the local district, other categorical programs

and the migrant education program. Regular district staff working

with migrant students should be encouraged by their own district adminis-

trators to attend training provided by migrant education. The migrant

education staff should be encouraged to survey regular instructional

staff abogt training needs, both for themselves and for migrant staff,

especially aides.

:28
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Conclusion. 'A relitively small percentage of respondents reported

that migrant education had provided an opportunity to receive academic

credit for training. A smaller percentage indicated that the training

provided any opportunity for job advancement. ./

Recommendation. Future research should probe the extent to which

such opportunities for academic credit and career advancement do act

as attendance incentives for active participatioil in staff development

training.

0



5. Needs Assessment

Conclusion. The needs assessment process seems to take place

at the local level varying in method and staff invol4mment. As was

found with other components, there appears to be a lack of teaming

between the migrant program and the other programs at,thclocal level.

What appears to be lacking in many districts, not all,,was, a model or

well-defined process of merging the districts' regular needs assessment

practices with migrant's needs. Where there was such a model or process

and a few regions promoted them, the other aspects of teaming seemed

better, such as teacher and aide planning, assessment of inservice needs,

and materials coordination or development. It should be noted that as

this study was being conducted, the State was busy designing needs

assessment instruments to be used during planning for the 1981-82 school

year.

Recommendation. The State should clarify in its policy documents

and funding guidelines how needs assessment infftmation, and what kind,

is to be used. The State should also clarify how the district and

migrant education staff should team in terms of coordinating the migrant

needs assessments with regular district planning activities. Instruments

being recommended or mandated by the State should be accompanied by a

strong inservice program from the State:0 regions. In the iinal analy-

sis, however, the State should define exactly how the needs assessment

information should be used, ,especially in relationship to funding,

continuity of services, program iplanning, and instructional planning.

Since needs assessment activities are so important, the State should also

increase the strength of MAR as an effective method for making districts

and regions accountable for completing and using the assessments.

3
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6. Utilization of the Migrant Student Record Transfer System (MSRTS)

Conclusion. The data tend to show that slightly over half of

the respondents who are familiar with the MSRTS actually use the infor-

mation it provides, and even then .it is used simply; record services

provided to the migrant studento.and to determint6the programs' funding

levels for 'the next school year. The system is therefore, not being used

to provide a continuity of services for migrant students. The respon-

dents generally rely on other information sources either to supplement or

substitute the MSRTS data (such as the student's cumulative resource or

profile). Reasons fqr utilizing other sources and not the MSRTS were

that the data are incomplete, not received in a timely fashion, the

coding has limited use, and the datajare only somewhat useful or not

useful in prescribing curriculum to a migrant student who is entering a

new school. However, the health/medical forms are of greater use to the

migrant staff particularly for identifying the student's health condi-

tions, but not for remediating the problems by professional physicians
,

or health careers.

The issue of utilizing the MSRTS data is difficult to deal with

in a constructive way. It is a "catch-22" of sorts. That is, the

system is used inconsistently. Time is being spent to gather, compile,

and record data. But the data are used only to determine the funding

for the next school year,.and not.to provide information about the

migrant students. Given continued budget constraints, the allocation of

time and resources to necessary services for migrant, students will be

crucial.

Recommendation. Since the MSRTS is a national system, it is diffi-

cult for ifornia to takil any unilateral steps towards devising a

4
qsetter, more efficient and effective system. However, the MSRTS usage
*.

shou be redefined and reevaluated Cn'order to have a ystem that can

continuity to the migrant students' education and health services

wi n mrOnum federal requirements. Without this reanalysis of the

'MSRTS, the system and its related costs (e.g. clerical time, delays,

3r
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01
incompleteness) are not warranted. In order to accomplish this task

the State should pursue with the federal government the development of a

system that is more 'relevant to the State educational. needs and current

composition and mobility of*the target population. Since the MSRTS data

have limited use, and since other information sources are used (see

conclusion below), the most appropriate system should be a tracking.

system that can allow the students' new district to notify'the district

they moved from to acquire the studetts' cumulative profile and other

relevant information. These suggestions may be modified according to the

ideas provided in the recommendation below. There is some concern

however that the cumulative records for migrant students are equally

incomplete and its data are not timely in content and for immediate

utilization. The migrant education program could set up a process for

monitoring the paperwork involved in up- dating the cumulative records of

migrant students rather than spending the clerical time updating the

MSRTS forms. The migrant education program would then assume a cooper-

ative role of quality control.

.

Conclusion. There are ocher information sources being used by

regular and migrant education staff to provide a continuity of services

for migrant students, namely, the student's cumulative record, teacher

diagnostic techniques, and talking directly to the, students are among

since some respondents use the MSRTS tothe most used. In addition,

diagnose student needs there must be some information thee, if identi-

fied, may be useful.

Recommendation. If the State is not successful in bargaining

with the Federal government for altering the purpose and use of the

MSRTS, the State may. then want to identify (I) the specific MSRTS data

that has been useful in. the recent past to the local practitioners as

well as (2) the types of information that are needed by teachers and

medical /health personnel to provide supplementary services to migiant

students. Intensive inservice training of regular and migrant staff

should be instituted, that is geared towards these specific areas and
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their usage. Priority can be placed on entering these specific data in

the computer, which may consequently reduce MSRTS turnaround time. That

is,, focusing on the most needai and beneficial information may ensure-

that it can be utilised by the teaching and health practitioners, and

that this valuable data are efficiently up-dated with complete informa-

tion. Further, the identification of' the most pertinent student health

data may be a pArticUlarly difficult task, AS there are clearly'more

variations in a student's health status than in his /her iiducational

status. The State may want to hired 'professional health.persopnel such

as certified. nurses rather than paraprofessional community and ,'health

aides to utilize the data.

Conclusion. The process of implementing the National Skills List

is still in its early stages. Therefore, it may be predicted that

similar situations that result from the overall MSRTS implementation may

hamper an effective Skills List operation. In addition, even if some or

most of the conflicts with the. MSRTS are remedied, preconceived ideas

about the MSRTS usefulness may still remain, and consequently, the Skills

List may be taken with some skepticism.

Recommendation. When implementing or piloting the. Skills List

look closely at the above findings to guide its further development.
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Identi fititiolvand=itom ---------
,

Conclusion. The overwhelming majority of aides and resource Coact,-

ere responding.to the summative questionnaires felt that the process was

carried out vary consistently with the manner intended by the State-lev01

guidelines. The majority of these respondents' feel they had been Out'.

ficiently well trained to carry out the process. Only minimal dif.,

fsrencocexisted in the opinions of respondents from the two time frame s.

liowever.it was the''case that overall aides felt slightly less well

prepared to implement this component than did resource teachers. Aides

were'also somewhat. 10i:confident of the accuracy with which the imp's-
_

-,mentation was taking pieta.

Aides report having the greatest involvement with processes of

identifying and enrolling migrant students. Resource teachers also

report a somewhat 'lower level of involvement, followed by principals.

'For 411 three respondent groups only a moderate level of'recruitment of

neW students was said, to result from community or interdistrici contacts.

Slightly more recruitment accrued as a result of contact with migrant

families. Apparently the most common avenue whereby a new student 'is

recruited for the program is his identification .as a migrant student but
. At

some alert school site staff member. .Within districts a broad range of

persons were indicated, as 'contributing to the identification of eli-

gible migrant students: These very definitely included nonmigrant as

well as migrant staff.

Recommendation. It is probably the case that a considerable amount

of dissatisfaction with the timing and paperwork associated with identi-

fication and recruitment could .be eliminated through improved communi-

cation. It appears that the combination of needs assessment, in- service

training and identification and recruitment all taking place at the

beginning of the school year combine to create severe constraints on the

assistance that can be offered by resource teachers and aides at that

time. Perhaps better, coordination could be worked out to improve the

situation in districts where it is perceived to bea problem. In addi-

tion, improved dissemination of information regarding the need for the

process would probably benefit all those who work together to meet the

educational needs of the migrant child.
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8-..----7PAI6fft-InvolVement7

Due to the limitations of the summative data discussed at the

beginning of this c m onent, only tentative conclusions "are erived from

the summttive data. Also, this evaluator does not feel it is propriate

to mike, recommendations on these data. Therefore, - these conclusions

should be seen as hypothesis for further inquiry. What recommendations

are made are- derived from the fOrmative studY,arid.froni documentary

analysis.

a

Conclusion The procuiement of reliable aggregative data on migrant

parents and PA is n essary in order to assess this aspect of the

California Migrant Education Program. No such data currently exists,

with the possible exception of data presented In this evaluation.

The parent component is a complex component. Also, migrant parehts in

general 'May not 1De immediately accessible through routine research

methodologies.

Recommendation. Further, more in-depth research needs to be

conducted on California's migrant parents. The State should continue

to explore alternative methodologies toward this end.

Conclusion. Considerable variability was found in most areas

relating to migrant parent involvement.

Conclusion. One-third of the districts seem to have too much

involvement by other non-migrant parent individuals in PAC affairs.

Conclusion. One-third of the district PACs have less than

simple majority of migrant parents.

Conclusion. Smaller -districts, probably because of small size,

limited internal resources and the apparent lack of clarity-and specifi-

city in parent guidelines and regulations from the outside, are in a

difficult position in effectively developing PACs, and involving migrant

parents.



Recommendation. Newr-specificmiddetailedguidelines should -be--

written to include that districts with 300 41. fewer ADA or 30 or less

participating migrant students, and school sites with 20 or less Migrant

students be allowed a waiver for an alternate migrant parent advisory

, structure.

Conclusion.. A noticeable number of PAC activities (e.g. meetings,

minutes, and agendas) are conducted (written) 'in Splinish only

RecoMmendation. In those instances when all persons present at

PAC meetings understand a non-English language, meetings can be conducted

exclusively in this language. However, .since agendas and minutes may

uAlally reach wider audiences, these should, be bilingually written

in English and at least this other non-English language.

.

'Conclusion. EAc parents aeet to, be more informed, bout the, igrant.

program than non -PAC parents..: TheseactiVe:parents-are eitherreceiVing-2

training and/or are knowledgeable about most areas and aspects concerning

the migrant education prOgrat.

Conclusion. Minor differences were observed between PAC andrnon-PAC

parents with respect to attitudes tb education and their children's'.

.education. The data;shows, howeverthat these differences are not large

enough to 'proOose tentative *IncIUsions.

Recommendation. The State should study in more depth the possible

effects of PAC participation on parenti in terms of general educational

knowledge, and how they view their children's education.

.. ,

Conclusion: .
Par e nt,. P art iC ipa tiO O. ,. a eeta to have' more emphas ts ,

\

-,. .
.

. .., ',

on attendance at meetings., andi,lets emphasis on their ObstantiVe utiii,-,

zltion in design, implementation and evaluation f-local programs.

_Conclusion. A noticeable bumber of.'notr4W parents also appear

to be either receiving training 'and/or may be knoWledgeable about.the

basic goals of the program and.ho0 it gerier ally works.



Conclusion. Parents., that do not participate seem 'to do so because

they feel uncomfortable in meetings, and because they are not adequately

informed as to why it is important that they participate.

Conclusion. Frequency .of family household moves does not appear .

be a significant factor in migrant parent non= participation, in PACs.

Conclusion. Language difficulties do not seem to bea significant

actor in migrant parent non-participation in Ws.



9. Health and Supportive Services,

Conclusion. The State Migrant Education Section does not have

a person with adequate health or medical training heading this component,

although there are some individuals with'the administrative experience.

Recommendation. It is recommended that a person with proper creden-

tials be hired to provide the leadership and direction needed for this

,component.

Co lusion. It was determined that there is a need for an official

docume which would specify minimal standards and operating procedures.

0 Recommendation. It is recommended 'that the revised version of

Guidelines For Health Services, prepared by the State Health Steering

Committee, be reviewed and adopted.

Conclusion.

tir

While' this study did not undertake a cost effective

analysis associated with the diverse administrative structures, it

became clear after numerous interviews with district, region and State

people, that migrant health clinics are not being fully utilized.
1 A

Reco endation. It is recommended that the utilization of migrant

health .nics be investigated. A decision as to what to do can only

be settled after' it is determined if reasons for wider-utilization

are legitimate or are merely a lack of procedural know-how.

° Conclusion. Summative findings indicate that Ole...Medical MSRTS

is used by health aides and migrant nurses. However, formative 'findings

indicate that doctors have little use for the. Medical MSRTS.

Recommendation. It is recommended that further investigation be

conducted to determine if this system is warranted since doctors make

'little use of it and since health aides and migrant nurses have other

sources for the information needed.



10. Monitoring and Review MAR)

Conclusion. Migrant and district staff favor regional MARs over

State MARs, due perhaps to the increased amount -of contact and informal

feedback.

Recommendation. None.

Conclusion. Parents appear to be involved in some way in the

MAR in about half the distritts but only as additional people to be

interviewed by the MAR teams. Procedures for how they are to participate

in direct program evaluation are not clearly detailed.

Recommendation. Mechanisms need to be developed at all program'

levels for substantive inclusion of PAC parents in program evaluation.

These procedures should be written up precisely and included as part

of regulations and guidelines. for the California Migrant Program.

Conclusion. Most of the resource teachers favor changing MAR

generally so that it proirides more "quality" feedback to their local

program within a less formal structure. Also, combining,compliane and ...,...

quality within the same MAR process dilutes _either one or both of these.

areas.

Recommendation. The State should continue to clarify and strengthen

the compliance-oriented aspect of its MAR of regions and ,samples pf

districts. Regions should be encouraged to conduct,their MAR visits

to districts more on the basis of quality review, appraisal and feedback.

The State should formally restructure the regional MARs exclusively on

this quality basis, while leaving the compliance aspect to the State

MAR. The State should also explore the potential benefits of'making

greater use of the Technical Assistance Centers (TAC) together with these

visits by regions for formative (quality) feedback to local districts.



Conclusion. Most MAR team, members appear to be qualified and

to conduct themselves professionally and diplomatically during'MAR

visits. This, however, does not sem to always be the case across all MARt

members. Some may notbe adequately prepared to perform MAR duties..

Recommendation. The State should devise a formal procedure for

.tr

the training of consultants 'and/dr qthers to participate in MAR. This

plan should include at least the procedures for the MAR, the areas and

items of the MAR compliance instruments, and protocol and conduct to be

adhered to in the field visits. Assigned personnel should be at least

adequately matched to the duties and responsibilities to be carried out

in the MAR.

Conclusion. The MAR lacks legitimacy throughout the State, at all

levels. A prevalent view in the field is that "MAR has no teeth," and

that regions and dibtricts will "only get their hands slapped" if found

out of compliance. As long, as "political" subversion of or lack of

--;consistent adherence to a legally mandated and officially established

compliance process continues, both the objective effectiveness as well as

the positive, credible perceptions based .on this effectiveness, will

continue to deteriorate.

Recommendation. The State should strengthen the MAR compliance

process. MAR needs to abide.by a formally established process for com-

pliance assurance. In those casts where it is apparent in light of this

formally established "show cause" process, that an LEA is not demonstrat-

ing "good will" ,toward compliance, formal fund "cutoff letters;" and, if

necesST, eventual fund withdrawal or,impoundment should be effectuated.

Conclusion. The timing of State and regional MARs is seen in

the field as being in need of revision. These visits usually takeplace

sometime after March. By that late date, regions and districts are not

in practical positions to implement/ program changes for that school

year
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Recommendation. Both State and regional MARs should take place

throughout late October through November, and MAR-visit calendars should

be sent to regions and districts by no later than September 1.

Conclusion. There is currently no requirement that districts

MAR their own migrant education programs. Districts tend to largely

depend on .State and regional MARs to tell them if they are in compy.ance.

Beyond this, in most cases districIs have no (and are not required to

have a) way of knowing whether or not they are accomplishing their goals

and objectives.

Recommendation. The State needs to revise the content of district

service agreements with ?respect to evaluation responsibilities districts

should have., This revision needs to be done along thee lines of con
.

tractual agreements which encourfge, structure, and require districts to

play a significant role in monitoring objective and goal attaig;ent for

their local ,programs on an ongoing basis.

Conclusion. The way the MAR is carried out across all regions

appeare to be varied and -somewhat more complex .than' was expected at

the start of this evaluation.

Recommendation. Further research needs'to be conductoi on the

character of the relationships between districts and regions with

respect to MAR process intricacies and impact on hQw districti incor

porate or fail to incorporate regional and State MAR. feedback 4nd other

findings.
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11. Interstate and Interagency Coordination

Conclusion. There is a tenewed impetus by the State Migrant Edpca-

tion Section to structure this component and-begin to systematically

pursue formal agreements and coordination.

'Recommendation. This process of coordination al implementation

should be wholeheartedly continued. In addition, it is strongly sug-

gested the regional (and their participating districts) and direct-qunded

operating agencies under the direction of the State should pursue a

similar cours of action with local educational and service-oriented

programs.

Conclusion.- Bilingual, education, vocational educatiOn, and special'

education are among the areas that coordination, parcularly at the

State level, is inconsistent.:

Recommendation. The Migrant Education Section should begin formal

meetings and planning sessions with the departments that implement

these programa. The development and completion of coordinative places

should be 'extended to regional and direct-funded operating agencies in

order to enhance programmatic efforts for mignsint students at the local

level.

Conclusion. Coordination with local health progrms is working

well Local school district and region ,identification of appropriate

health and social welfare agencies is effective.

Recommendation. Continue this effort- and to promote effective

supplementary health services for migtSnt students.

Conclusion. Limited coordination efforts exist between direct-

'funded districts and regionally-adbinistered districts that have feeder

relationships. Identifitation and recruitments, articulation of curri-

culum, and special educational projects, are among the most noticeable.

Recommendation. Formal coordination should be extended to direct-

funded districts by regidnal operating agencies and vice-versa.
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Overall Conclusion and Recommendation. Since migrant education

is a supplementary compensatory education program, it is necessary

_ that the program coordinate and ultimately igtegrate its services with

all existing programs while keeping the independence': needed to ensure

that migrant students receive appropriate services. ' The migrant educa-

tion program can play a vital role in promoting% effective coordination of

for migrant students especially at the district level where

economic resources may be increasingly limited over time.
4

o
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12. Fund Allocations

Conclusion. The funding process is fairly straightforward, with

the State and the regions in almost total control of the funding local

districts receive.

Conclusion. Although some regions seem to weigh local needs

more than others, there seems to be unequal funding across districts

in every region.

Recommendation. State policy needs to be rewritten to include

a uniform process for funding to be equalized according to needs;

for example, a district with a strong ESL of bilinguals componene may

not need as much mi!rant funding as ope without such a program.

Conclusion. Issues identified by this study suggest several

ne.eds that would impact funding decisions; the following seem, tolhaver----

the grpatest implications:

%or

'to Need for more instructional aides; paperwork load and low

salaries are problems.

Need for assistance (such as MESTO-4&'coordinating resource
, -

teachers; coordination, and promotion activities leave little

time for instructional improvement activities.

Need for more, or better, migrantinstructional materials.

4.

Need for more, or better, training in the instructional areas.

Need for more, or better, systematic assessment of student

progress.

Need in secondary schools, for more use of migrant certificated

staff (such as MESTO.

0



Need to. increase the utility, and reduce the burden, of the

MSRTS documentation system.

Recommendation. The State should derive a process for prioritizing

these and other findings of this study, and develop a step-wise action

plan for any changes requiring funding decisions.

tir
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13. Information and Dissemination

In the process of identifying, preparing, and packaging innovative

programs or practices for exemplary status, this component and the CEMIC

seem to be accomplishing their goals. As described earlier, in this

discussion, the CEMIC seems to utilize almost every means of information

diffusion available. However, perhaps one of the most important CEMIC

and du grant education system-internal processes for dissemination does

not seem to not be working effectively.

Conclusion. In varying degrees, there appears to be information

breakdowns at every key, juncture in this migrant education delivery

system: between the State consultant unit and operating agencies,

between' CEMIC and operating agencies, and particularly between operating

agencies and local districts,

Recommendation. At least two things could be done to counteract the

last two of these disjunctures (CEMIC to operating agency and operating

agency to district). First, since this information relay is the iespon-

sibility of the operating agency, the agency should have appropriate and

consistent representation at.CEMIC functions. Second; this means CEMIC

representatives'should be adequately prepared, capable; and responsible

for relay of information to'local areas, and that the State and operating

agencies individually or collectively delineate guidelines for the

uniform and consistent communication of appropriate information to

these local areas.

Recommendation. The State should publish a single monthly news-

letter with sections on/by/for significant migrant education components,'

areas, audiences, or publics (e.g., operating agencies, parents, aides,

classroom teachers, exemplary programs Mini-Corps, etc.). This news-

letter should also be printed bilingually in English and Spanish.

Conclusion. Formative interviews tended to show a lack of uniform

and consistent information by State migrant education consultants

,across and within sites.
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Recommendation. The State should set up a process within the

Migrant Education Section for the ongoing exchange of information

among the consultants. 'The. State should ensuie that all 'consultants

participatein pery)dic staff inservices, especially as'new rules,

procedures, or other tools are adopted by the California Migrant Educa-

tion Program.
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14. Mini-Corps

Conclusion. Mini-corps operates much like a special project

within the migrant.education program: 'The staff conduct a comprehensive

annual, evaluation, which has always provided much useful .information.

The evaluation was, by necessity and' as mandated, far less comprehensive-

although unique in its third-yarty perspective. While the sample sizes

represented are too small to justify a series of specific recommenda-

tions, the combination of the formatiy.and suimaative data collection

efforts do seem to point toward some general conclusions and recommend-

ations.

Recommendation. Generally the program seems extremely worthy of

continuation and expansion. It appears to be meeting the needs of those

involved with, the program at all levels: migrant school children, Mini-

corps trainees (themselves migrant students) as well as teachers, parents

and school administrators.

;

Conclubion. There has been some discussion recently that the

position of instructional aide is insufficient in some situations'to meet

the supplementary educational needs of migiant children. It is likely

that if the Mini-corps program were to grow that the trainees placed in

the classrooms would possess the additional training and expertise

required in many situations.

Recommendation., Given the salaries, supervisory time, and inset:vice

training which combine to support the positions of instructional aides it

is possible that_the training and'placement of Mini-corps aides is

equally .cost-effective. It is recommended that this possibility be

considered for further study.

In many eases the expansion of the Mini-corps program has been

limited by either problems in establishing relationships with local

community colleges or difficulty in recruiting or paying team leaders

or.instructors to'work with the trainees. "If these problems could

be overcome it is likely that the impact of the program could be con-

siderably greater and it would appear many subgroups within the migrant

community would benefit.
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15. Recommendations Regarding Organization, Policy, and Administration

.

Recommendations were included in the sections covering, each of

the components. It was deci.ded, however, that recommendations relating

to orga Lzation, .policy, and administration, which often cut across

compone ts, should be presented separately, and Aifferently. This

section attempts to provide those.kinds of recommendations.

Organizations. A threeTlevel organization seems warranted. How-
,

ever,v the policy governing how the organiiation operates needs t9 be

dramatically improved. In_addition, the administration of the program

needs to be Changed at all levels..

1. Since the middle-level agencies (regions) have no dirtct author-
, ,

ity over districts other*than migrant staff, their part in the organiza-

tion should be much more service-oriented rather than compliance-related.
,

If organized appropriately, the middle level can act_as a quality control

function. for the program'which is both flexible to district needs and

compliant with State:aad -Federal policy.

is recommended that the service load'of the middle-level

agdncies be equitably distributed

able, levels of support, The State

so that districWcat count on reason-.
.

should decide idiat .constitutes a.
- -7

reasonably-sized area for each agency to serve, taking into consideration

migrant. itudent populations and geographic limitations.

4

It is recommended that the district level be organized such

that each district is clearly responsible and accountable for its

own migrant pfogram. Whatever, agreement exists between-a district

and a middle-level agency or tpe State should be for well-defined con-

tracted °services.

,

4. ::The State 'Migrant Education Section should be reteined; -It

.:'ehould maintained, hoWeN;er, under the supervision outside or:ahoVe

ti



the milieu of the consolidated application programs . As long as the

Federal regulations. recOgnize it as a categorical 'progratl, and as long as

the student population retains its language and mobility deeds, the State

should protect program

5. The State. Migrant Education SeCtion itself should, be, reorgan7

ized. Staff should be assigned onity to COmponents that'.:require admiriis
.

trative or technical attention beyond that..tequired by 'the district's or

middlelevel agencies:. Staff should be assigned to major aspects of any

new policy statements 'toe assure they.: are carried out, Staff should

also be assigned to certain areas = of the Spate' corresponding-
to the

organizational structure' of the middlelevel agencies in circle; to answer

telephone inquiries. All of these asaignments shouldbe orthestpated in.

terms of any new policy or admintstratxve,decision

4

Policy. The State should exercise leadersh*,through the develop
,

ment, dissemination, and maintenance of new migrant, ,education. policy

statements. The otganization of the program, therefore, must be altered

to refleCt the essence of this new policy. The admihistration of

the program should be changed. accordingly so that 'the policy can be

met.

1. The State should develop rules and regulations that meet all

Federal requirements and at the same time merge appropriately with

existing State policies. These rules and regulations are needed imme

di§tely.

2. The State rules and regulations should clarify the State's'

position on the definition of supplementary services, recognizing that

if a district doei not provide a service the benefits migrant students,

it is approviate to provide a substitute service.

3. The regulations should list, the exact requirements related to an

adequate level of district commitment to 7the operation of a migrant
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program,: .including specifics of how the migrant progrgm and regular

program shddld work together. Such things as integrating the planning,

,fleeds assessment and staff development activities should be defined.

4. The regulations should indicate hOw.planning:and,needrvasseas

went functions relate to funding allocations.'- Districts with strong

bilingual or ESL programs already may 'not need as much help from migrant,

education as those without them, even if both have the same number o
.

migrant 'students. Identification, recruitment,.and 'continuity, of service

requirements should_be maintained in all districes on a per student
4

5. The regulations should outline in detail how and when the
4

receive funds, carefully considering the time districts

migrant planning with other district planning. Since

districts will

need to merge

districts. begin serious planning for the next school year in March, and

attempt to have most of their staffing assigmments made by May or June,

timelines, for State allocation of funds should be adjusted accord''

ingly. This may be difficult, as timelines are

Federil allocatidns.

the

somewhat dependent upon

6. The regulations should clarify'the compliance and operative

aspects of, the MAR function, indicating clearly the steps that will be

taken if a district is found out of compliance,:including a withdrawal of

funds. They, should list when and how the MAR will occur. And, they

shodld prioritize the most critical requirements; and among them should

be some import,ant program qda145, requirements such as evidence of

at least three acceptable, methods of following the progress of student

achievement, evidence of criteria being used for hiring qualified migrant

staff, evidence of joint planning and needs aseessment between the

migrant program and regular programs of the district, evidence of

substantive parent involvement in the design, implementaton, and evalua

tion of the program.



7. The regulations should clarify the degree of parental involv

went at all levels that is realistic given the Federal requirement's th#VNI,

parents help design, implement, and evaluate the progra In addition, a

reasonable degree of migrant parent involvement in the regular district'

program should be specified. More study 'of parent involveMent is needed.

8. The regulations should integrate the activities of interagency

coordination with health and special counseling services, such that the

services available from the local communities are adequately tapped.

I

9. The roles of middlelevel agencies should be specified, includ

ing how the districts contract with the agencies for those services.

The level of responsibility given to thOse agencies should take into

consideiation that they do, not have any legislated authority over school

districts. If they play a role.in the allocation' of funds, it should

be clarified unifermly across agencies how it is to be done, and how

district level needs, assessment and planning activities are t ;4ffect

funding levels.

A

10. The role of the State should be specified ..in great detail.

It. should be clear that the State ,Migrant Education Section'administers

the migrant program. in California under the newly stated policy. The

relationship, between the $tate and the middlelevel agencies should

be specified, including how the agencies will be held accountable under

the MAR. The relationship between the State and the districts should

be specified, again including the MAR requirements.

11. The MSRTS usage.should be rgdefined, at least in keeping

with minimum Federal requirements. It is essential that the-State

bargain with the Federal government in doing so. The system should be

used primarily as a tracking system for migrant students. The system

should be streamlined such that as soon as a student enters a district

the previous district is, notified to send the students' cumulative

record. Coding of academic and interest information on the MSRTS is no



.. .. . . .

longer warranted. If the students' cumulative record is organized

appropriately, the coding of health information may not be needed either.

The MSRTS should be maintained primarily through efforti of the middle-

level agencies with very minimal record transfer directly between dis-

tricts. 'If, however, the present level of effort with MSRTS is main-

iained, the State should execute a strong training program on information

usage to justify the continued cost of the vast recordkeeping activities.

12. The methods of identifying, evaluating, and disseminating

exemplary programs should,be specifted. The middle-level agencies

should be used extensively to conduct.-these activities for their, dis-

tricts. The State should coordinate the activities of the middle-

level agencies. Two different exemplary lists are recommended: (a)

the first list should be provided routinely as an exemplary project

or product is made available for appraisal; (b) the second list should

include only those projects or products that meet certain minimum

criteria for usage. Those criteria 4hould be- routinely distributed

to districts so they can evaluate interesting projects or products

before they reach the second list.,

13. The rules and regulations should cleirly define the elements

to, be included in any written agreements between the State, middle-level

agencies, and districts. Those 'definitions should include adequate

reference to State guidelines on any program component; but they should

not take ownership away from the districts as to how they are to operate'

their migrant program.

14. The regulations should clarify how the migrant program is to be

evaluated. The Statewide program should be pvaluated annually, with each

evaluation covering an entire school year. Districts participating in

the evaluation should be rotated. sd that about one-third of them are

involved each year, and so ,that they need to participate only every three

years. It is expected that all of the middle-level agencies will be

evaluated each,year. The evaluation should include an annual description.



of student outcomes, such as attendance, mobility, achievement in the

basic skills, and drop-out rates.. It should also include a description

of any program processes that the State deems important for that speCific

school year. It is recommended that formative and summative approaches be

maintained as the basic &Valuation methodology.

.

Administration. It is highly recommended' that the State exercise

strong leadership by demonstrating a "tough line" regarding program

participation, but recogniiing the districts' need to conduct their

"own, educational programs. The need for program advocacy remains, and

the State must administer their program keeping that in mind. However,

the most effective advocacy may be obtained by following through and

holding districts and agencies accountable for how they operate their

programs.

1. The_ administrative link between the State and the middle-level

agencies should be clarified, including how and when State MAR visita-

tions will take place.

N._

r

The administrative link between the State and the districts

should be clarified, again including how and when State MAR v itations

will take place.

3. The administrative link, if any, between the middle-level

agencies should be clarified, especially in terms" of recordkeeping art

quality control functions. Compliance-oriented MAR visits to the dis-

tricts by the middle agencies is not recommended. A quality control

function. should be developed instead to provide, systematic reporting of

helpful information back to the districts for the purpose of continued

program improvement. ,

4. - A funding allocation schedule should be developed, and fol-

lowed, based on the availability of funding information from the Federal

government. All final funding decisions Statewide, if possible, should be
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completed by the first of August e;Ch 'Year; initial funding information
,.-

U ifshould begin f possible, during March or. April of each'

year.

5. The organization of the State Migrant Education Section should

facilitate all aspects of the State's desired administrative linkage

to the field. Administrative assignments to components, middle agencies,

and -districts seems Desirable. As with the agencies and districts,

the Migrant Education Section should be monitored and reviewed in terms

of the goals and objectives related to those assignments. It is recom-

mended that meMbers of the Adminkstrative Branch of the State Department

of Education conduct an annual MAR of the Migrant Education Section.

1.

6. It is recommended that the Migrant Education Section, hence,

the Director of Migrant. Education, remain linked to the Executive Branch

rather. than being included with the programs within the consolidated

application. The district reds of the migrant students,

and their difficulty with anguage and basic skills,, make

that the migrant education program maintain a stance

However, among the goals and objectives set forth for the

their mobility

it imperative

of advocacy.

section should

be those related to coordination with other programs, especially Title I

and bilingu'ill.lograms.

7. It is recommended that the Migrant Education Section use more.

middle agency and district peisonnel during the State MAR'visitations.

This will offset the burden of State personnel, add.an adequate repre-

sentation and objectivity to the MAR, increase program knowledge among

both middle level and district personnel, and create a more cooperative

spirit surrounding the MAR process. The State, however, should. not

retreat if a district or middle agency is found out of compliance. The

backbone of. State leadership will be 44,s skillful administration of the

MAR process.

8. Thl State should provide concise specifications for each

job position in the migrant education progfam. These specifications
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should have two components: (1) the, specified needs or reasons for the

position; and (2) the basic activities or tas s for the position. A

district or agency should clarify the need for filling the position

around the needs and reasons, and monitor the person's fulfillment of the

position in relationship, to the activities or tasks. ',Special attention

should be given to the administrative, supervisory, and coordinating

activities or tasks, especially at the district level. The State should

clearly specif9-.the degree to which resource,teachers should be giiran

such activities, so that they can participate in instructional planning,'

conduct staff training, perform needs assessment, develop materials, and

provide technical assistance.
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,Appendix

`Advisory Panel Members
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Advisory Panel

Composition of the Panel,. The study's Advisory Panel was formed to

provide the RMC evaluation staff with different perspectives on migrant

education,,to review the work of the study, to give constructive input as

to the direction of the study, and to assist with the interpretation of

the evaluation results. The Panel was composed of various levels of

migrant education practitioners, diotzict and county superintendents,

legistatiWe advocate for migrant education, an evaluation specialist,'and

a migrant parent. The followin g is the list of the panel members:

Carlos Bowker--President, California State Migrant Parent Advisory

Committee

Susanalialfon--Legislative Advocate, Califofnia'Rueal Adegal Assis-

tance

Keri Martinez--President, A.S.K.-Associates

Richard P. Mesa--District
District (Region I)

Superintendent, Milpitas' Unified School

4.1

Carlos Meza--Migrant Resource Teachdr, Winters Unified School

Distric

Fred M --Regional Director ol Migrant Education (Region III)

4 .

Gerald RosanderrCounty Supitintendent of Schools, San Diego

County (Region IX).'

Helene Thome--Manager, Migrant Education Office, Pajero ValleY

Unified School District (Directfunded)

The meetings were also attended by representatives of OPER (Tom

Sachse and David Gordon), the State Migrant Education Section (Manuel

Alfaro and Leo Lopez), and consultants to the State Department of Educa

tion (Iris Berke and Robert .Bush). The diverse composition of those

attending the meetings allowed for quality discussion from the various

IF
perspectives.
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